
Let’s make the Astrobites website suck less!
#dotastro 6, December 9, 2014, Chicago
Coordinators: Meredith Rawls @merrdiff and Elisabeth Newton @EllieInSpace
#hackbites … yeah we didn’t really use the hashtag

Here are responses to a survey that some astrobites authors kindly filled out last week.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Zd7_sRIS9nWUyhiuW_xS4jzRTh15dILfY3XDjz-
OhRU/edit?usp=sharing
(note: we updated to the latest wordpress version very recently and I think that fixed the broken 
comments and some other issues)

Here is the version of the website we're allowed to play with
http://dev.astrobites.org 

Any astrobites author (Meredith(admin), Elisabeth(admin), Becky, and Ruth are all at dot astro) 
can log into this, or the “real” astrobites website. Of course the main site is http://astrobites.org ! 
There are some limits to our admin powers because Harvard, so we will need Nathan Sanders 
or someone else to actually launch the new site.

Demitri Muna gave us this theme, which we like and are using. We may owe him like $1. Or we 
are just his clients forever, whatever.
http://www.elegantthemes.com/gallery/divi/ 

Main feedback from astrobites authors and others (survey results)…
● Main site too cluttered: go horizontal, not vertical
● Divi theme looks like it will work nicely - how to actually put this on the dev site? (need to 

get it from Demitri!) CHECK
● Next step: email Nathan and tell him “put Divi on the dev site” CHECK
● Need improved, standardized categories TO-DO … or maybe not since the category 

sidebar thing only shows the most used / popular ones? WHATEVS
● Make manual excerpt text appear with slider so front page isn’t redundant
● Maybe have a “ribbon” / popup option for announcements
● Look into the “simple tags“ / xiii-tidy-tags plugins: categorize things in a more sane 

fashion retroactively AND going forward … or not, because that’s hard MEH
● Fewer tabs at top of page… rephrase “your research” / “apply to write” (not relevant?) 

DONE

We are live at dev.astrobites.org! (very, very beta)
● To have a cool blue ribbon at the top, it’s a “secondary menu” a la the Glossaries page.
● We are documenting everythinggggg we change because we’re responsible.
● Edited the primary “Menu.” In particular, Undergrad Research now goes to the posts 

categorized as such, and there is a new text widget that ONLY loads at the top when 
you’re on this page.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Zd7_sRIS9nWUyhiuW_xS4jzRTh15dILfY3XDjz-OhRU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Zd7_sRIS9nWUyhiuW_xS4jzRTh15dILfY3XDjz-OhRU/edit?usp=sharing
http://dev.astrobites.org
http://astrobites.org
http://www.elegantthemes.com/gallery/divi/


● We changed the CSS Stylesheet so links in text widgets are a consistent blue color. this 
is the code: 

.textwidget a {
color: #2EA3F2;

}

● It’s plugin deactivation time!
○ We deactivated “shareholic” plugin which was the goofy bouncy share button 

business (the new theme seems to have some basic share buttons built into the 
bottom of the footer… but there is so much other crap in the bottom of the footer 
that we’ll need to fix that later.

○ Deactivated tumblr recent photos plugin
○ Deactivated “special recent posts” plugin … not really… this is one of the things 

in the footer now, basically.

More things!!!
● Need to fix how featured pictures appear: not on the main post at all, but just on the 

home page. Fixed by deactivating “show thumbnail in posts” in Divi Theme Options -> 
Layout settings (divi featured image post)

● Need to make post previews show manual text excerpts, not just the first few words 
DONE

● Need to make author bio at bottom of post less stark / match theme better DONE
● Don’t like how the “print” and “PDF” buttons are ugly, but we like the functionality… we 

changed the “Print Friendly & PDF Settings” (accessed from the Settings menu) to use 
the gray icon and have a larger top margin = 10. This is at least marginally acceptable. 
OK JUST KIDDING we killed it because no paper.

● Would like a slider to go between the most recent ~4 posts instead of showing each one 
individually. NOPE

● Fix sidebar and footer which were kind of taking over the world. DONE Go to 
appearance, shuffle things around between the footers and sidebar, e.g. Customize -> 
Widgets. Move Links to drop-down menus in the nav bar?

● Changed font size by adding custom CSS to Divi theme options (see below). Check 
looks OK on other devices, resizes OK. DONE

● Add a banner / announcement option that is triggered when we make a post 
“sticky.” This could be used for calls for author applications, “please take our 
survey,” or other announcements. NOT DONE.

Font size adjustment code:
.post {
font-size: 18px; /* post font size */
line-height: 120%; /* control top and bottom spacing between lines */
}

For nav bar:



#top-menu li {
font-size: 18px;
}

Even MOAR things
● Turned off (“removed”) the Ultimate Tag Cloud from widget sidebar land. May want to 

revisit something like this once we make a better Tag system.
● Freaked out about sliders forever. There is no way to get the main part of a slider in 

divi to feature recent posts. Other plugins offer this functionality but they look like shit. 
We tried like fifty of them. Most don’t have the option to use recent posts, but instead 
you have to build some stupid slide from scratch. If I wanted powerpoint I wouldn’t be 
building a WEBSITE with WORDPRESS.

● We need to make a “static home page” instead of just defaulting home to recent posts if 
we want to have something shinier.

● For now, we are sticking with “recent posts,” but it would probably be better if we made a 
shiny home page. I worry this may never actually happen.

● Changed “Glossaries” to “Guides,” both in the menus and also on the page itself.
● We need to figure out the current subscriber list and make sure the subscribe feature 

actually works as intended. Can we rebuild this from scratch??? Also the button is fugly. 
MEH … I think subscriptions are working now

OK, PLAN!!! Elisabeth and Meredith plan to finish this project at the AAS 225 hack day. We are 
CLOSE, but not ready to actually swap out the new site for the old one just yet.

Idea: try a grid layout, maybe kind of like the Nautilus homepage, instead of a slider. Good way 
to highlight lots of content with varying levels of importance/prevalence. 

Useful links (from Meredith)…
http://elegantthemes.com/preview/Divi/centered-logo-dark/ - something like this, maybe?
^^ this only works with a portfolio of “projects” (which are distinct from “posts”)
… however… there is a tweak we could use: http://www.eleganttweaks.com/divi/load-posts-divi-
portfolio-modules/
I would honestly love for the homepage grid and layout to somewhat resemble Nautilus:
http://nautil.us

http://elegantthemes.com/preview/Divi/centered-logo-dark/
http://www.eleganttweaks.com/divi/load-posts-divi-portfolio-modules/
http://www.eleganttweaks.com/divi/load-posts-divi-portfolio-modules/
http://nautil.us


Welcome to HACKAAS !!! (with Meredith and Erika)

Let’s make a cohesive to-do list.
This evolved into a status update, because we didn’t get it all done during the hack day.

● Make tags better. DONEish
○ Look into the “simple tags“ / xiii-tidy-tags plugins: categorize things in a more 

sane fashion retroactively AND going forward? MEH
○ Current sidebar includes most popular tags now. Customization is accessible via 

Appearance -> Widgets.
○ Figure out the current subscriber list and make sure the subscribe feature 

actually works as intended. looks like we use the ‘Subscribe2’ plugin, and it 
seems to be working. DONE?

● Build a legit homepage. Grid? Something that actually works with Divi + recent posts.
○ Something about Divi doesn’t always work with the multi-column layout as 

expected. FINALLY FIXED
○ Need to figure out how to make the “featured images” a standard thumbnail size, 

because wildly different sized images looks terrible. It’s more OK if the text length 
varies, I think? DONE. See: http://abundantdesigns.com/2014/09/20/changing-
the-featured-post-image-size-in-divi-2-0/ (and also the “regenerate thumbnails” 
plugin)

○ Main idea is to have ~6 recent posts of all types, and then buttons / banners / 
blurbs / something down below to special categories. DONE(ish)

● Add a fullwidth banner / announcement option that is triggered when we make a post 
“sticky.” This could be used for calls for author applications, “please take our survey,” or 
other announcements. MEH

● Add a “related posts” plugin to the bottom of each post. DONE
● Make the pretty social media buttons that are built-in to divi actually work. DONE
● I like the tagline “The Astro-ph Reader’s Digest” near the website top somehow. DONE
● Look into how the auto-social-media sharing works… can we route this through 

wordpress and include Google+ for simplicity and awesomeness? NOT DONE … 
I think it’s controlled by a plugin I just haven’t messed with yet because I don’t 
want to accidentally tweet like we apparently accidentally emailed.

UPDATE JAN 22, 2015

Demitri is playing divi forum lackey, and from there comes this… it fixes the weird staircase 
offset problem of the homepage columns, but not the random wrapping of the last element. 
Hopefully more magic css copy-pastes will be forthcoming.

Please add the folllowing css code into custom css of your theme's epanel 

http://abundantdesigns.com/2014/09/20/changing-the-featured-post-image-size-in-divi-2-0/
http://abundantdesigns.com/2014/09/20/changing-the-featured-post-image-size-in-divi-2-0/


.home .et_pb_column_1_4:first-child + p , .home .et_pb_column_1_4:nth-child(3) + p {
display: none !important ;
}

In other news, there are currently no social media share buttons for INDIVIDUAL POSTS. I think 
we should add that, but make sure it’s not ugly. DONE.

Also, for some reason, the figure captions are center-aligned, and they should really be left-
aligned. FIXED, but they’re oddly spaced toward the top of the caption area still.
FIXED! With this magical CSS code:

.wp-caption p.wp-caption-text {
   text-align: left;
   font-size: 14px;
   padding-top: 10px;
   }

Clicking on tabs in the author box causes the page to scroll in an undesirable way. This isn’t 
unique to this plugin… I tried two different author box plugins. But this is a minor concern.

Feb 1, 2015

I added a row of content to the homepage. It is static and/or linked to “Special Sidebar” and 
“Special Sidebar 2.”
You can edit sidebars from “widget” land. I put just the subscribe plugin in a standalone sidebar, 
and a mini version of the tag cloud in another, so they can both appear on the homepage(!)
I FIXED the stupid fourth box gets bumped to next line issue! Because divi people are magic.

.home .et_pb_column_1_4 {
width: 210px !important;
}

.home .et_pb_column_1_4:nth-child(5) + p {
display: none !important;
}

I sent an email to the astrobites list for final feedback.

Feb 3, 2015

After reviewing initial email replies, we made a few more changes to the homepage and also 
added this CSS nugget to make featured images not overlap post preview on the homepage:
.et_pb_image_container {
    margin: -15px -15px 10px;
}



We also removed the “latest posts” tab from the author info box because it caused weird 
scrolling activity.

We redid the menus so clicking on them scrolls to places via the CSS ID, and we edited the 
Guides landing page so each link is actually correct and in the same order as the menu. I also 
added the copyright to ‘footer.php’ within Appearance > Edit so that appears in the footer.

We should maybe make the anchor links (with ‘#’) point to the homepage first, and the 
#-location second when we do this on the real site, or else it looks for e.g. #beyond on 
whatever page you happen to be on and doesn’t take you back to “home.” ?

However, people continue to have opinions. All of the most recent emails are summarized 
below. Things we might need to address still are bolded.
Meredith says: trust me, if there was a way to have a sidebar running along the entire 
homepage, it would probably already be there… it’s unpossible.

Overall great, great on mobile, related posts are great
More info in header might be a good thing FIXED

Overall great, great on mobile
Got an email from astrobites_dev from a new post which probably explains new hits (MEREDITH’S FAULT :( )
Dynamic resizing logo is fine, related posts are great
More navigation in the header would be nice - make all categories of posts accessible, not just “Beyond”?

Overall great
Wish there was a sidebar or navigation bar(?) on the homepage for post categories to avoid some scrolling
Dynamic resizing logo is distracting

Overall great, horizontal headers great, feels like a magazine with sections sort of like the old theme
Dynamic resizing logo is annoying

Posts on homepage: photo border overextension (FIXED)
Posts on homepage: slightly wider border and/or a black or dark blue rather than gray might work well? MEH

Feels too much like a generic blog, have to scroll too much
Want to be able to see at a glance what our most recent posts are in each category FIXED

Overall great
Career navigation posts should be easier to access / highlighted more (FIXED)

Overall great
Move non-post stuff to the bottom of the homepage (FIXED)
Categories as a sidebar would be nice
Maybe have about / sister sites / tags etc. consistently on the bottom on both homepage AND post pages

Overall great
Categories should be more easily accessible, including in individual post sidebars (FIXED)
Dynamically resizing logo is distracting



Overall great
Move non-post stuff to the bottom of the homepage (FIXED)
Make it clear we don’t just summarize recent papers, but have other post categories too (FIXED)
Eagle Nebula peek-through looks awesome

“Oh god, it looks so much better! Amazing work!”

OKAY! Elisabeth is emailing Nathan and we are basically ready to launch. Exciting.
When we do the big switch, we’ll first set up a static homepage that says “astrobites is under 
construction, things may look funny, this will go back to the homepage soon” or something.


